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CIVIL WAR MEME

EARTH HORIZONS MODEL.

Horizon 0= Organic
material
Horizon A= Top soil
Horizon B= Sub soil
Horizon C= Parent material
Horizon R- Bedrock

What changes make our mix?
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WHICH CONTRIBUTION
DID YOU DO IN CHILE?

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO
ACHIEVE THAT

CONTRIBUTION?
When I went to Paris, I saw
the structure of the city and it
gave
me inspiration to change
Santiago and Cerro Santa
Lucia’s parks
and frames near the Mapocho
river, to be more like Paris.
So, in
my mind the plan I had for the
improvements where more like
in
that city, so my objective was
for those parts to look a little
more
like Paris.

Some contributions I did in Chile
was to
remodel and improve Santiago
and Cerro
Santa Lucia’s parks and frame
of the
Mapocho river, you can also add
that I made
a very important speech in the
pacific war
since we were having some lack
of soldiers
and army, this speech increased
the amount
of followers for the patria and
for last, I was
20 years in the congress and
Intendent of
Santiago.

BENJAMIN VICUÑA MACKENNA
INTERVIEW

Mapocho river:
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MY FINAL
REFLECTION

What changes make our mix, you can relate it with the Pacific
war, civil war and the territory improvement because those
changes made Chile how it is now a days, like for example a
thin country but instead it's not small its large.  Or with the

cuestion social, in which people had to apply changes in their
daily lives to continue on, one example might be the crowded
houses they had to adapt to continue living on that city, since

it was not on conditions to recive so many people.

To lead me to understand better what we learned in clases
the expert visit helped a lot, there the expert shared their

thoughts and knowlege of a specific topic. Also it helped me
a lot the Horizon's model to understand better the structure
of the soil layers. And for last the reflections helped me a lot

because you compleated and shared your thoughts in a
autonomous way.

WHAT CHANGES MAKE OUR MIX?

WHAT HELPED YOU UNDERSTAND
BETTER THE PROJECT?


